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Abstract
This work contains two main contributions concerning the asymmetric broadcast chan-
nel. The first is an analysis of the exact random coding error exponents for both users, and
the second is the derivation of universal decoders for both users. These universal decoders
are certain variants of the maximum mutual information (MMI) universal decoder, which
achieve the corresponding random coding exponents of optimal decoding. In addition, we
introduce some lower bounds, which involve optimization over very few parameters, unlike
the original, exact exponents, which involve minimizations over auxiliary probability distri-
butions. Numerical results for the binary symmetric broadcast channel show improvements
over previously derived error exponents for the same model.
Index Terms: Error exponent, asymmetric broadcast channel, universal decoding, MMI.
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1 Introduction
One of the most elementary system configuation models in multi-user information theory is the
broadcast channel (BC). It has been introduced in the early seventies of the twentieth century
by Cover [1], and since then, a vast amount of papers and books, studying different topics of
the broadcast problem, have been published. Generally speaking, the BC is a communication
model, where a single transmitter wishes to communicate different messages to two or more
receivers. The various messages may be private (i.e., aimed to one receiver only) or common
(i.e., aimed to two or more receivers).
Although the characterization of the capacity region of the general BC is still an open
problem, some special cases have been solved, most notably, the degraded BC (DBC), first
presented in [1]. The capacity region of the DBC, conjectured by Cover, was first proved to
be achievable by Bergmans [2], and the converse was established by Bergmans [3] and Gallager
[4]. Another special case, which is somewhat more general than the DBC and which was
first introduced and solved by Ko¨rner and Marton [5], is the broadcast channel with degraded
message sets, also known as the asymmetric broadcast channel (ABC). The direct part of their
coding theorem relys on Bergmans’ scheme, which suggested the use of an hierarchical random
code: First generate “cloud centers”, which designate messages intended to both the receiver
with the relatively high channel quality, henceforth referred to as the strong user, and the
receiver with the relatively low channel quality, henceforth referred to as the weak user. Then,
in the second step, “around” each cloud center, generate a codeword for each message that is
intended to the strong user only. The transmitter sends a codeword pertaining to one of the
clouds. The strong decoder fully decodes both the common message and his private message,
whereas the weak decoder decodes the common message only. Other channels in which one
receiver is superior to another and channels with nested information were studied by Csisza´r
and Ko¨rner [6] and by El Gamal [7], to name a few.
Multi–user information theory is, first and foremost, driven by the quest to characterize
capacity regions, i.e., the region of all sets of rates that allow reliable communication (a.k.a.
achievable rates). A somewhat sharper performance metric concerns the exponential decay rate
(the error exponent) of the probability of error for each user, as a function of the coding rates
within the interior of the capacity region. On top of that, an interesting question concerns
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the trade–off between the error exponent of the strong user and the one of the weak user, or
equivalently, the achievable region in the plane of error exponents for a given set of coding rates.
While the capacity regions of the DBC and the ABC have been known for many years, only
little has been known about their reliability functions. Earlier works on error exponents for the
general DBC and ABC include those of Gallager [4] and Ko¨rner and Sgarro [8], respectively. In
both works, the coding scheme of [2] was adopted, but the decoder was sub–optimal. More re-
cently, Kaspi and Merhav [9] have derived some tighter lower bounds to the reliability functions
of both users by analyzing random coding error exponents of their optimal decoders. While
their derivation was exponentially tight at most of the steps, there were still some steps in [9]
where exponential tightness might have been compromised. Moreover, Kaspi and Merhav have
analyzed ensembles of i.i.d. codes, which are not as good as ensembles of fixed composition codes
[12, Section 7.3]. These two points give rise to the thought that there is room for improvement
upon the results of [9], and indeed, such an improvement is one of the contributions of this
work. In fact, the exponential error bounds, derived in this paper, both for the strong user and
the weak one, are tight in the sense that they provide the exact random coding exponents for
the ensemble of fixed composition codes. Moreover, the resulting expressions are much simpler
and easier to calculate than those of the best exponential bounds of Kaspi and Merhav (see, in
particular, the second part of [9]).
Interestingly, one of the ingredients that contributes significantly to this simplification in
the error exponent expressions, is the derivation of universal decoders for both users, and this
simplification is achieved thanks to a simple sandwich argument, asserting that a lower bound
to the error exponent of the universal decoder cannot be larger than an upper bound to the
error exponent of the optimal decoder, but on the other hand, the latter turns out to be
mathematically smaller than or equal to the former, and so, by contrasting the two exponential
error bounds, which must therefore be equivalent, the expressions are considerably simplified.
In other words, beyond this simplification of the error exponent bounds, there is an additional
bonus, which is in obtaining universal decoders for both users. These decoders achieve the same
random coding error exponents as the corresponding optimal decoders of the two users. Both
universal decoders are certain variants of the maximum mutual information (MMI) decoder [11,
Theorem 5.2], but they are different from the earlier proposed MMI-like universal decoders for
the ABC, due to Ko¨rner and Sgarro [8]. For one thing, our universal decoder for the weak user
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depends explicitly on the entire code, unlike the one in [8], which depends on the cloud centers
only.
Since we rely heavily on the method of types, our exponential error bounds have the flavor
of those of Csisza´r and Ko¨rner [11]. While exponentially tight, their shortcoming is that they
are not easy to calculate since they involve minimizations over auxiliary channels, and these
might be computationally painful especially for large alphabets. To alleviate this difficulty, we
also propose Gallager–style bounds [12], which require optimizations over very few (one or two)
parameters, but the caveat is that exponential tightness might be sacrificed. Moreover, the
Gallager–style bounds lend themselves to better intuitive understanding on the behavior of the
error exponents for both of the users. Specifically, we derive a phase diagram for the weak user,
which fully describes the functional behavior of the bound in different regions of the plane of
rates. We also demonstrate our results numerically for an example of the binary symmetric
BC, and compare our results to those in earlier works, showing explicitly the improvement.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we establish notation
conventions, formalize the model and the problem, and finally, review some preliminaries. In
Section 3, we summarize the main theoretical results of this paper, and give some numerical
results for the binary symmetric BC. Section 4 provides the proofs concerning the strong user
in the ABC (the exact random coding error exponent and the universal decoder), and Section
5 contains a similar treatment for the weak user. In Section 6, we derive lower bounds on the
exact random coding error exponents, and in Section 7 we study them.
2 Notation Conventions and Problem Formulation
2.1 Notation Conventions
Throughout the paper, random variables will be denoted by capital letters, specific values they
may take will be denoted by the corresponding lower case letters, and their alphabets will
be denoted by calligraphic letters. Random vectors and their realizations will be denoted,
respectively, by capital letters and the corresponding lower case letters, both in the bold face
font. Their alphabets will be superscripted by their dimensions. For example, the random vector
X = (X1, . . . , Xn), (n - positive integer) may take a specific vector value x = (x1, . . . , xn)
in X n, the n-th order Cartesian power of X , which is the alphabet of each component of
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this vector. Sources and channels will be subscripted by the names of the relevant random
variables/vectors and their conditionings, whenever applicable, following the standard notation
conventions, e.g., QX , QY |X , and so on. When there is no room for ambiguity, these subscripts
will be omitted. For a generic joint distribution QXY = {QXY (x, y), x ∈ X , y ∈ Y}, which will
often be abbreviated by Q, information measures will be denoted in the conventional manner,
but with a subscriptQ, that is, HQ(X) is the marginal entropy ofX, HQ(X|Y ) is the conditional
entropy of X given Y , IQ(X;Y ) = HQ(X) −HQ(X|Y ) is the mutual information between X
and Y , and so on. The weighted divergence between two conditional distributions (channels),
say, QZ|X and W = {W (z|x), x ∈ X , z ∈ Z}, with weighting QX is defined as
D(QZ|X ||W |QX) =
∑
x∈X
QX(x)
∑
z∈Z
QZ|X(z|x) log
QZ|X(z|x)
W (z|x) , (1)
where logarithms, here and throughout the sequel, are taken to the natural base. The probabil-
ity of an event E will be denoted by Pr{E}, and the expectation operator with respect to (w.r.t.)
a probability distribution P will be denoted by E{·}. For two positive sequences an and bn, the
notation an
.
= bn will stand for equality in the exponential scale, that is, limn→∞ 1n log
an
bn
= 0.
The indicator function of an event E will be denoted by I{E}. The notation [x]+ will stand for
max{0, x}.
The empirical distribution of a sequence x ∈ X n, which will be denoted by Pˆx, is the vector
of relative frequencies, Pˆx(x), of each symbol x ∈ X in x. The type class of x ∈ X n, denoted
T (x), is the set of all vectors x′ with Pˆx′ = Pˆx. When we wish to emphasize the dependence of
the type class on the empirical distribution Pˆ , we will denote it by T (Pˆ ). Information measures
associated with empirical distributions will be denoted with ’hats’ and will be subscripted by
the sequences from which they are induced. For example, the entropy associated with Pˆx,
which is the empirical entropy of x, will be denoted by Hˆx(X). Similar conventions will apply
to the joint empirical distribution, the joint type class, the conditional empirical distributions
and the conditional type classes associated with pairs (and multiples) of sequences of length n.
Accordingly, Pˆxy would be the joint empirical distribution of (x,y) = {(xi, yi)}ni=1, T (x,y)
or T (Pˆxy) will denote the joint type class of (x,y), T (x|y) will stand for the conditional
type class of x given y, Hˆxy(X,Y ) will designate the empirical joint entropy of x and y,
Hˆxy(X|Y ) will be the empirical conditional entropy, Iˆxy(X;Y ) will denote the empirical
mutual information, and so on. When we wish to emphasize the dependence of T (x|y) upon y
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and the relevant empirical conditional distribution, QX|Y = Pˆx|y, we denote it by T (QX|Y |y).
Similar conventions will apply to triples of sequences, say, {(x,y, z)}, etc. Likewise, when we
wish to emphasize the dependence of empirical information measures upon a given empirical
distribution given by Q, we denote them using the subscript Q, as described above.
2.2 Problem Formulation
We consider a memoryless ABC with a finite input alphabet X and finite output alphabets Y
and Z. Let W1 = {W1(y|x), x ∈ X , y ∈ Y} and W2 = {W2(z|x), x ∈ X , z ∈ Z} denote
the single–letter input–output transition probability matrices, associated with the strong user
and the weak user, respectively. When these channels are fed by an input vector x ∈ X n, they
produce the corresponding output vectors y ∈ Yn and z ∈ Zn, according to
W1(y|x) =
n∏
t=1
W1(yt|xt), (2)
W2(z|x) =
n∏
t=1
W2(zt|xt). (3)
We are interested in sending one out of MyMz messages to the strong user, that observes y, and
one out of Mz messages to the weak user, that observes z. Specifically, consider the following
mechanism of random selection of an hierarchical code for the ABC. Let U be a finite alphabet,
let PU be a given probability distribution on U , and let PX|U be a given matrix of conditional
probabilities of X given U . We first select, independently at random, Mz = e
nRz n-vectors
(“cloud centers”), u0,u1, . . . ,uMz−1, all under the uniform distribution over the type class
T (PU ). Next, for each i = 0, 1, . . . ,Mz − 1, we select conditionally independently (given ui),
My = e
nRy codewords, xi,0,xi,1, . . . ,xi,(My−1), under the uniform distribution across the con-
ditional type class T (PX|U |ui). We denote the sub-code Ci = {xi,0,xi,1, . . . ,xi,(My−1)}. Once
selected, the entire codebook C = ∪Mz−1i=0 Ci, together with the collection of all cloud centers,
{u0,u1, . . . ,uMz−1}, are revealed to the encoder and to both decoders.
The optimal decoder for the strong user is given by
[ˆi(y), jˆ(y)] = arg max
0≤i≤Mz−1,0≤j≤My−1
W1(y|xi,j), (4)
while the optimal decoder for the weak user (the bin index decoder) is given by
i˜(z) = arg max
0≤i≤Mz−1
W2(z|Ci), (5)
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where
W2(z|Ci) 4= 1
My
∑
x∈Ci
W2(z|x) = 1
My
My−1∑
j=0
W2(z|xi,j). (6)
Let Y ∈ Yn and Z ∈ Zn be the channel outputs resulting from the transmission of Xi,j .
Define the average error probabilities of decoders (4) and (5) as
P¯e,s(Ry, Rz) =
1
MyMz
Mz−1∑
i=0
My−1∑
j=0
Pr
{
[ˆi(Y), jˆ(Y)] 6= (i, j)
∣∣∣Xi,j sent}, (7)
and
P¯e,w(Ry, Rz) =
1
MyMz
Mz−1∑
i=0
My−1∑
j=0
Pr
{
i˜(Z) 6= i
∣∣∣Xi,j sent}, (8)
where in both definitions, Pr{·} designates probabilities associated with the randomness of the
codebook, as well as that of the channel outputs given its input. The corresponding random
coding error exponents are defined as
Es(Ry, Rz) = lim
n→∞
[
− ln P¯e,s(Ry, Rz)
n
]
, (9)
and
Ew(Ry, Rz) = lim
n→∞
[
− ln P¯e,w(Ry, Rz)
n
]
, (10)
provided that the limits exist. Our main objective is to obtain single–letter expressions for
Es(Ry, Rz) and Ew(Ry, Rz). As for the universal decoders, consider first the weak user. We
wish to find a function F (z,ui, Ci), that is independent of the (unknown) parameters of the
channel W2, such that the following universal decoder for the weak user
i˜U(z) = arg max
0≤i≤Mz−1
F (z,ui, Ci) (11)
achieves an average error probability whose exponent is Ew(Ry, Rz). By the same token, we
wish to find a universal decoder for the strong user, of the form
[ˆiU(y), jˆU(y)] = arg max
0≤i≤Mz−1,0≤j≤My−1
G(y,ui,xi,j), (12)
where the function G is independent of W1, yet the decoder [ˆiU(y), jˆU(y)] achieves Es(Ry, Rz).
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3 Main Results
3.1 Exact Random Coding Error Exponents
Let QUXY and QUXZ denote two generic joint probability distributions of the random vectors
(U,X, Y ) and (U,X,Z), whose (UX)-marginals are both identical to PUX . Define
Ey
(
QUXY , Ry, Rz
)
= min
{[
IQ(U ;Y )+
[
IQ(X;Y |U)−Ry
]
+
−Rz
]
+
,[
IQ(X;Y |U)−Ry
]
+
}
, (13)
and
Ez
(
QUXZ , Ry, Rz
)
=
[
IQ(U ;Z) +
[
IQ(X;Z|U)−Ry
]
+
−Rz
]
+
. (14)
Our first main result is the following.
Theorem 1. Under the assumptions of Section 2, the limits (9) and (10) exist and are given
by the following single–letter expressions:
Es(Ry, Rz) = min
QY |UX
{
D(QY |UX‖WY |X |PUX) + Ey
(
QUXY , Ry, Rz
)}
, (15)
Ew(Ry, Rz) = min
QZ|UX
{
D(QZ|UX‖WZ|X |PUX) + Ez
(
QUXZ , Ry, Rz
)}
. (16)
We prove the result concerning the strong user in Section 4 and the result concerning the weak
user in Sections 5. Notice that both error exponents depend on both coding rates, in contrast
to the error exponents given in the previous works [4] and [8].
Several remarks are now in order.
• An immediate byproduct of Theorem 1 is finding the set of rate pairs (Ry, Rz) for which both
Es(Ry, Rz) > 0 and Ew(Ry, Rz) > 0. It is not difficult to show that this set is given by:
R = {(Ry, Rz)| Ry < I(X;Y |U), Ry +Rz < I(X;Y ), Rz < I(U ;Z)}, (17)
evaluated with the distribution PUX ×WY |X ×WZ|X . The convex hull of the closure of the
union over all code distributions {PUX} gives the capacity region. We may also consider an
individual attainable region for each user, i.e., the set of rate pairs for which the probability
of error vanishes for one of the users, but without taking into account the other user. Later
on, individual attainable regions will become relevant when we consider the phase diagrams.
It is not difficult to show that the attainable region for the weak user, to be denoted by Rw,
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is given by Rw =
{
(Ry, Rz)| Ry + Rz < I(X;Z)
} ∪ {(Ry, Rz)| Rz < I(U ;Z)}, evaluated with
the distribution PUX ×WZ|X , while the attainable region for the strong user, to be denoted by
Rs, is given by Rs =
{
(Ry, Rz)| Ry +Rz < I(X;Y )
}∩ {(Ry, Rz)| Ry < I(X;Y |U)}, evaluated
with the distribution PUX ×WY |X . Notice that the attainable region of the weak user is not
bounded, i.e., reliable bin index decoding may still be guaranteed for any satellites rate Ry, as
long as Rz < I(U ;Z).
• The computation of the error exponents involves minimizations over auxiliary channels QY |UX
and QZ|UX . For large input and output alphabets, we are motivated to look for alternative
expressions for the error exponents, whose optimization does not depend on the alphabet sizes,
even at the expense of some loss in the exponential tightness. We will discuss such an alternative
form in the sequel.
• Both error exponents depend on the input distribution. While in the single-user regime,
we may maximize the final expression over the input distribution in order to maximize the
error exponent, this is no longer the case for the ABC. Even in the simplest case of a binary
symmetric BC, we see that the best code for the strong user is the worst one for the weak user,
and vice versa. To see why is that true, let PU = (
1
2 ,
1
2) and let PX|U be a BSC with a crossover
probability 12 . In this case, the hierarchy of the codebook degenerates, i.e., the codebook has a
constant composition, which is best for the strong user. In the other extreme, PX|U is a BSC
with a crossover probability 0. The error probability of the strong user is almost one, but the
error exponent of the weak user is the largest and independent of Ry. Hence, the choice of the
input distribution trades off between the error exponents of the two users.
• As can be seen from the minimum in eq. (13), there are two different kinds of error events for
the strong user. Let Q∗ denote the minimizer in (15). Now, if for some (Ry, Rz), the inequality[
IQ∗(U ;Y ) +
[
IQ∗(X;Y |U) − Ry
]
+
− Rz
]
+
>
[
IQ∗(X;Y |U) − Ry
]
+
holds, then the dominant
error event for the strong user is caused by competing codewords from the true cloud, otherwise,
the dominant error event is caused by competitive clouds.
• In fact, the cardinality |U| is a free parameter in our problem. As such, we may let |U| → ∞,
and it is definitely not obvious that a finite |U| is optimal. This is because we cannot see how
to apply the usual cardinality bounding techniques based on the support lemma [11, page 310].
It must be clear that even if the optimal |U| is finite, it may not be the same as the bound
given in the converse theorem of the capacity region of the ABC (|U| ≤ |X |+ 2) [5].
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3.2 Universal Decoders
As mentioned in the Introduction, universal MMI decoders for both receivers were proposed in
[8], where for the weak user, this decoder was defined by:
i˜KS(z) = arg max
0≤i≤Mz−1
Iˆuiz(U ;Z). (18)
The error exponent of such a decoder is inferior to the error exponent of the optimal (ML)
decoder, because for one thing, it makes no use of {Ci}, but only of the cloud centers. The
universal decoder (18) achieves the following error exponent [8]
Ew,KS(Rz) = min
QZ|UX
{
D(QZ|UX‖WZ|X |PUX) + [IQ(U ;Z)−Rz]+
}
, (19)
and by comparing it numerically to (16) in the case of the binary symmetric BC (see Subsection
3.4), it is evident that Ew(Ry, Rz) can be strictly higher than Ew,KS(Rz), due to the additional
term in (14). Hence, one may wonder whether a different universal decoder exists, whose error
exponent is as large as Ew(Ry, Rz). It turns out that the answer to this question is affirmative,
and indeed, this universal decoder relies entirely on C and {ui}. In Section 5, we prove the
following theorem.
Theorem 2. Define the function
F (z,ui, Ci) = max
0≤j≤My−1
{
Iˆuiz(U ;Z) + [Iˆuixijz(X;Z|U)−Ry]+
}
. (20)
The universal decoder
i˜U(z) = arg max
0≤i≤Mz−1
F (z,ui, Ci) (21)
achieves Ew(Ry, Rz).
It turns out that there is also another universal decoder (with the same error exponent),
whose structure is much more similar to the ML decoder of (5), in the sense that its metric
is based on summation over Ci, except that here, the unknown likelihood function is replaced
by the exponentiated empirical mutual information. In the Appendix we prove the following
theorem.
Theorem 3. The universal decoder
i˜U(z) = arg max
0≤i≤Mz−1

My−1∑
j=0
e
nIˆuixijz(UX;Z)
 (22)
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achieves Ew(Ry, Rz).
We next proceed to the strong user and present a universal decoder. It turns out that the
MMI–like metric of the universal bin index decoder, as given in Theorem 2 (but with z replaced
by y), works well also for the strong user. The main difference between them is rooted in the
way they use the metric. While the weak user first maximizes it within each cloud, and only
then finds the cloud with the maximal value, the strong user maximizes it over both indices
simultaneously. More precisely, we claim the following, which is proved in Section 4.
Theorem 4. Define the function
G(y,ui,xij) = Iˆuiy(U ;Y ) + [Iˆuixijy(X;Y |U)−Ry]+. (23)
The universal decoder
[˜iU(y), j˜U(y)] = arg max
0≤i≤Mz−1,0≤j≤My−1
G(y,ui,xij) (24)
achieves Es(Ry, Rz).
At this point, it is interesting to compare [˜iU(y), j˜U(y)] to the universal decoder of the strong
user in [8],
[ˆiKS(y), jˆKS(y)] = arg max
0≤i≤Mz−1,0≤j≤My−1
Iˆuixijy(UX;Y ), (25)
and whose random coding error exponent is given by [8]
Es,KS(Ry, Rz) = min
QY |UX
{
D(QY |UX‖WY |X |PUX) + Ey,KS
(
QUXY , Ry, Rz
)}
, (26)
where
Ey,KS
(
QUXY , Ry, Rz
)
= min
{[
IQ(UX;Y )− (Ry +Rz)
]
+
,
[
IQ(X;Y |U)−Ry
]
+
}
. (27)
By the identity I(UX;Y ) = I(U ;Y ) + I(X;Y |U), it is easy to see that Es,KS(Ry, Rz) =
Es(Ry, Rz), proving that (25) has an error exponent as that of (4), a fact that was not as-
serted in [8].
3.3 Gallager–Style Lower Bounds
As mentioned before, the calculations of (15) and (16) involve minimizations over auxiliary
channels, which become painful when the input and output alphabets are large. For this
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reason, we look for other forms of error exponent formulas, where the number of parameters to
be optimized does not grow with the alphabet sizes, but the price of this might be some loss in
the tightness of the bounds, i.e., we obtain lower bounds on the random coding error exponents.
Even in the single user case, the random coding error exponent involves a minimization over
an auxiliary channel, where Csisza´r and Ko¨rner [11, Exercise 10.24] show that the exact error
exponent is lower bounded by the following expression
EG(R) = max
ρ∈[0,1]
{
− log
∑
y
[∑
x
P (x)W
1
1+ρ (y|x)
]1+ρ
− ρR
}
, (28)
where the subscript ’G’ stands for “Gallager”, who was the first to derive and analyze the error
exponent in this form [12]. It is important to note that for the optimal code distribution, (28)
is not only a lower bound, but the exact random coding error exponent [11]. It turns out that
the exact random coding error exponents of the two users in the ABC can be lower bounded
by the same methods as in [11]. In Section 6, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Define the functions
Φ(u, y, s) =
∑
x
P (x|u)[W1(y|x)]
1
1+s , (29)
Ψ(u, z, s) =
∑
x
P (x|u)[W2(z|x)]
1
1+s . (30)
The exact random coding error exponent of the strong user is lower bounded by
Es(Ry, Rz) ≥ min
{
Ey,1(Ry), Ey,2(Ry, Rz)
}
, (31)
where
Ey,1(Ry) = max
ρ∈[0,1]
{
−
∑
u
P (u) log
(∑
y
Φ1+ρ(u, y, ρ)
)
− ρRy
}
, (32)
Ey,2(Ry, Rz) = max
µ∈[0,1]
max
λ∈[0,µ]
{
− log
[∑
y
(∑
u
P (u)Φ
1+λ
1+µ (u, y, λ)
)1+µ]
− λRy − µRz
}
. (33)
In addition, the random coding error exponent of the weak user is lower bounded by
Ew(Ry, Rz) ≥ max
µ∈[0,1]
max
λ∈[0,µ]
{
− log
[∑
z
(∑
u
P (u)Ψ
1+λ
1+µ (u, z, λ)
)1+µ]
− λRy − µRz
}
. (34)
These lower bounds involve maximizations over one or two parameters only, in contrast to the
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original error exponents, and so, they are much easier to evaluate. In Section 7, we study them
and show how they behave in different regions of the plane of rates. In contrast to the single
user case, both lower bounds of the two users depend on the code distribution, but now we are
no longer able to optimize both of them simultaneously, for the reason we mentioned above, in
subsection 3.1.
3.4 Numerical Results and Phase Diagrams
We next provide some numerical results, comparing our exponents to those of [8] and [9]. Let
W1 and W2 be two binary symmetric channels (BSCs) with crossover parameters py and pz,
respectively (pz > py). Let U be binary as well and let PU be uniformly distributed over {0, 1}.
Also, let PX|U be a BSC with crossover parameter β ∈ [0, 1].
The capacity region of our model is given by:
Rz ≤ ln 2− h(β ∗ pz)
Ry ≤ h(β ∗ py)− h(py), (35)
where β ∗ p = β(1− p) + (1− β)p and h(x) is the binary entropy function.
3.4.1 Gallager-Style Lower Bounds
Using Theorem 5, we find that for the strong user,
Es(Ry, Rz) ≥ min
{
Ey,1(Ry), Ey,2(Ry, Rz)
}
, (36)
where,
Ey,1(Ry) = max
ρ∈[0,1]
{
− log
{[
(1− β)(1− py)
1
1+ρ + β · p
1
1+ρ
y
]1+ρ
+
[
(1− β) · p
1
1+ρ
y + β · (1− py)
1
1+ρ
]1+ρ}
− ρRy
}
, (37)
Ey,2(Ry, Rz)
= max
µ∈[0,1]
max
λ∈[0,µ]
{
− ln 2− (1 + µ) · log
{
1
2
·
[
(1− β)(1− py)
1
1+λ + β · p
1
1+λ
y
] 1+λ
1+µ
+
1
2
·
[
(1− β) · p
1
1+λ
y + β · (1− py)
1
1+λ
] 1+λ
1+µ
}
− λRy − µRz
}
. (38)
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For the weak user,
Ew(Ry, Rz)
≥ max
µ∈[0,1]
max
λ∈[0,µ]
{
− ln 2− (1 + µ) · log
{
1
2
·
[
(1− β)(1− pz)
1
1+λ + β · p
1
1+λ
z
] 1+λ
1+µ
+
1
2
·
[
(1− β) · p
1
1+λ
z + β · (1− pz)
1
1+λ
] 1+λ
1+µ
}
− λRy − µRz
}
. (39)
We present the lower bounds by plotting families of curves, one for each exponent, as a function
of one rate, while the other rate is kept fixed. Let us choose the channel probabilities to be
py = 0.05 and pz = 0.1, and β = 0.25. In Fig. 1, we plot lower bounds to Es(Ry, Rz) as a
function of Ry, as given by (36), where Rz takes five different values. As long as Rz < 0.09, the
Figure 1: Error exponents for the strong user for different values of Rz.
dominant error event is caused by wrong codewords from the true cloud. In this case, the error
exponent is independent of the number of clouds and is given by the dark blue curve. As Rz
increases more, we find that above some critical rate, the error exponent begins to depend on the
number of clouds, since the dominant error event is due to wrong codewords from competitive
clouds. When the rate of the weak user is high, i.e., when the exponential number of clouds
is higher than the capacity of the channel to the strong user (Rz > 0.49 ≈ h(0.05)), reliable
communication is no longer possible.
In Fig. 2, we plot lower bounds to Ew(Ry, Rz) as a function of Rz, as given by (39), where
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Ry takes five different values. At Ry = 0, we should obtain the error exponent of a single user.
Figure 2: Error exponents for the weak user for different values of Ry.
In this case, the numerical value at zero-rate is given by Ew(0, 0) = 0.22314, and Ew(0, Rz)
vanishes at Rz ∼= 0.36 ≈ h(0.1), which is the capacity of the channel to the weak user. For
Ry > 0.32, Ew(Ry, Rz) becomes independent of Ry, and is given by the red curve. In this case,
we get a lower bound to the error exponent of the equivalent binary symmetric channel from
the cloud center U to the channel output of the weak user Z.
3.4.2 Exact Exponents
As for the exact random coding error exponents, given by Theorem 1, the optimization problems
require the minimization over the auxiliary channels QY |UX and QZ|UX . Let us compare the
Gallager-style lower bounds to the exact exponents. In Fig. 3, we see two pairs of curves of
the exact exponents and their lower bounds, where Rz = 0.05 and β takes two different values.
The exact exponents are strictly better than the Gallager-style exponents. Similar results are
obtained for the weak user as well (not shown here). It is important to note that in some regions
in the Ry−Rz plane, the lower bounds are equal to the exact random coding error exponents.
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Figure 3: Exact exponents and lower bound for the strong user.
3.4.3 Comparison with Previous Works
As far as we know, no other works on universal decoding for the ABC exists, besides the one
of [8]. Although the error exponent of the strong user given there is optimal w.r.t. the ML
decoder, it is not the case for the weak user. The universal decoder of [8] for the weak user uses
only the cloud centers and is independent of Ry, while the new universal decoder of Theorem
2 makes use of the entire codebook, which is the main reason for the resulted improvement.
The difference between the error exponents is larger for lower values of Ry. As before, let
pz = 0.1 and β = 0.25. Fig. 4 demonstrates the difference between the error exponents of the
two universal decoders in the extreme case of Ry = 0.
Figure 4: Comparison to [8] for the weak user.
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To the best of our knowledge, the most up-to-date work on exponential lower bounds to the
reliability functions of the ABC is [9], where random coding error exponents were derived using
two different techniques. Each of those derivations includes at least one step that may not be
exponentially tight. Also, in [9], the random codebooks are assumed to be drawn i.i.d.. We
expect our proposed exact random coding error exponents to improve on [9], because of two
reasons: first, our analysis is exponentially tight, and second, our ensemble is of the uniform
distribution across types. This kind of random codes are known [12, Section 7.3] to be better
than the i.i.d. ensembles. Our comparison here focuses on the error exponent of the weak user
only. Again, let pz = 0.1, β = 0.25 and Ry = 0.4. Fig. 5 compares the two error exponents,
and shows that the new exponent is better.
Figure 5: Comparison to [9] for the weak user.
3.4.4 Phase Diagrams
In the single user case, it is known that the error exponent behaves differently in different ranges
of rates, i.e., it is affine at low rates and curvy at high rates. By the same token, for the ABC,
the plane of rates can be divided into several different regions, where in each one of them, the
error exponents behaves differently. This partition of the plane of rate pairs is of course, more
involved than in the single-user case. We refer to it as a phase diagram, a term borrowed from
physics. In order to study the various types of behavior of the lower bound of Theorem 5, let
us invoke the following alternative and equivalent lower bound for the random coding error
17
Region Dependence on (Ry, Rz) µ
∗ s∗
R–0 affine in Ry +Rz 1 1
R–1 curvy in Ry +Rz [0,1) 1
R–2 curvy in Ry, affine in Rz 1 [0,1)
R–3 curvy in both Ry and Rz [0,1) [0,1)
R–4 affine in Rz, independent of Ry 1 0
R–5 curvy in Rz, independent of Ry [0,1) 0
R–6 vanishes for all (Rz, Ry) 0 0
Table 1: Dependence of (40) on Ry and Rz in various regions in the plane (see Fig. 6).
exponent of the weak user
Ew(Ry, Rz) ≥ max
µ∈[0,1]
max
s∈[0,1]
{
− log
[∑
z
(∑
u
P (u)Ψ
1+sµ
1+µ (u, z, sµ)
)1+µ]
− sµRy −µRz
}
. (40)
Since the maximization region is now the unit square, this form is more convenient to analyze
than that of (34). Fig. 6 displays a partition of the plane Ry − Rz to different regions for
the Gallager-style lower bound of the weak user, where β = 0.1, and pz = 0.1. Although not
shown here, the phase diagrams of the exact exponents behave similarly. The study in Section 7
Figure 6: Phase diagram for the weak user (β = 0.1).
provides a characterization of the different regions from the viewpoint of the type of dependence
of the error exponent upon the rates and the maximizers s∗ and µ∗ (see Table 1).
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4 Universal decoding for the strong user
4.1 Analysis for a General Decoder
Let us first derive the exact random coding error exponent for a strong user that uses the
following generic decoder
[ˆi(y), jˆ(y)] = arg max
0≤i≤Mz−1,0≤j≤My−1
f(QUiXijY ), (41)
where from now on, QUXY will designates the joint empirical distribution induced by the three
sequences u, x and y, i.e., QUXY = Pˆuxy. The average error probability P¯e(Ry, Rz, n),
associated with (41) is
P¯e(Ry, Rz, n)
4
=
1
MyMz
Mz−1∑
i=0
My−1∑
j=0
Pr
{{ ⋃
k 6=j
{
f(QUiXikY ) ≥ f(QUiXijY )
∣∣∣Xij sent}}
⋃{⋃
l 6=i
⋃
k
{
f(QUlXlkY ) ≥ f(QUiXijY )
∣∣∣Xij sent}}}
(42)
where Pr{·} pertains to the randomness of the codebook as well as that of the channel out-
put given its input. Without loss of generality, we assume throughout, that the transmitted
codeword is X00 = x00. We define
A 4=
My−1⋃
k=1
Ak 4=
My−1⋃
k=1
{
f(QU0X0kY ) ≥ f(QU0X00Y )
}
(43)
and
B 4=
Mz−1⋃
l=1
Bl 4=
Mz−1⋃
l=1
My−1⋃
k=0
Blk 4=
Mz−1⋃
l=1
My−1⋃
k=0
{
f(QUlXlkY ) ≥ f(QU0X00Y )
}
. (44)
Define the real number s as
s
4
= f(QU0X00Y ). (45)
The pairwise average error probability, conditioned on the center of the competitive cloud, is
given by
Pr(Blk|Ul = u′) 4= Pr
{
f(QUlXlkY ) ≥ f(QU0X00Y )
∣∣∣Ul = u′} (46)
=
∑
{x′: f(QU′X′Y )≥s}
P (x′|u′) (47)
=
∑
{QX′|U′Y ∈S(QU′Y ): f(QU′X′Y )≥s}
∑
x˜∈T (QX′|U′Y |u′,y)
P (x˜|u′) (48)
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=
∑
{QX′|U′Y ∈S(QU′Y ): f(QU′X′Y )≥s}
P (x′|u′) · |T (QX′|U ′Y |u′,y)| (49)
.
=
∑
{QX′|U′Y ∈S(QU′Y ): f(QU′X′Y )≥s}
exp
{
− n · IQ(X;Y |U)
}
(50)
.
= max
{QX′|U′Y ∈S(QU′Y ): f(QU′X′Y )≥s}
exp
{
− n · IQ(X;Y |U)
}
(51)
= exp
{
− n · min
{QX′|U′Y ∈S(QU′Y ): f(QU′X′Y )≥s}
IQ(X;Y |U)
}
(52)
4
= exp
{
− n · E0(s,QU ′Y )
}
, (53)
where S(QUY ) denotes the set of conditional distributions {QX|UY } that are consistent with
PUX . For a given Ul = u
′, the events {Blk}k are all pairwise independent since we have assumed
that the various codewords are pairwise conditional independent given the cloud center. Using
the exponential tightness of the truncated union bound [13, Lemma A.2], we get
Pr
{My−1⋃
k=0
Blk
∣∣∣∣∣Ul = u′
}
.
= min
{
1,
My−1∑
k=0
Pr(Blk|Ul = u′)
}
(54)
= min
{
1,My · Pr(Bl,0|Ul = u′)
}
(55)
.
= min
{
1, enRy · exp
[
− n · E0(s,QU ′Y )
]}
(56)
4
= exp
{
− n · E1(s,QU ′Y )
}
, (57)
where
E1(s,QU ′Y ) = min
QX′|U′Y ∈S(QU′Y )
{[
IQ(X;Y |U)−Ry
]
+
: f(QU ′X′Y ) ≥ s
}
. (58)
Next, we obtain the probability of Bl by calculating the expectation w.r.t. the randomness of
Ul:
Pr
{
Bl
}
=
∑
u′∈T (PU )
PU (u
′) · Pr
{My−1⋃
k=0
Blk
∣∣∣∣∣Ul = u′
}
(59)
.
=
∑
u′∈T (PU )
PU (u
′) · exp
{
− n · E1(s,QU ′Y )
}
(60)
=
∑
{QU′|Y ∈S(QY )}
∑
u˜∈T (QU′|Y |y)
PU (u˜) · exp
{
− n · E1(s,QU˜Y )
}
(61)
=
∑
{QU′|Y ∈S(QY )}
|T (QU ′|Y |y)|
|T (u′)| · exp
{
− n · E1(s,QU ′Y )
}
(62)
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.
=
∑
{QU′|Y ∈S(QY )}
exp
{
− n ·
[
IQ(U ;Y ) + E1(s,QU ′Y )
]}
(63)
.
= exp
{
− n · min
{QU′|Y ∈S(QY )}
[
IQ(U ;Y ) + E1(s,QU ′Y )
]}
(64)
4
= exp
{
− n · E2(s,QY )
}
, (65)
where S(QY ) is the set of all {QU |Y } such that
∑
y QY (y)QU |Y (u|y) = PU (u) for every u ∈ U .
Next, we turn to calculate the probabilities of the events Ak. One can easily check that the
entire derivation of eqs. (46)-(53) holds in this case as well, except that now we condition on
U0 = u0, such that the codewords are drawn from P (·|u0). We get
Pr(Ak|U0 = u0) 4= Pr
{
f(QU0X0kY ) ≥ f(QU0X00Y )
∣∣∣U0 = u0} (66)
.
= exp
{
− n · E0(s,QU0Y )
}
. (67)
Notice that, for a given U0 = u0, X00 = x00 and Y = y, the events {Ak} (errors caused
by codewords from the correct cloud) and {Bl} (errors caused by codewords from competi-
tive clouds) are all pairwise independent. Thus, after taking the expectation w.r.t. the joint
distribution of (U0,X00,Y), we have
P¯e(Ry, Rz, n) = E
[
Pr
{{My−1⋃
k=1
Ak
}⋃{Mz−1⋃
l=1
Bl
}∣∣∣∣∣U0 = u0,X00 = x00,Y = y
}]
(68)
.
= E
[
min
{
1,
My−1∑
k=1
Pr(Ak|U0 = u0,X00 = x00,Y = y)
+
Mz−1∑
l=1
Pr(Bl|U0 = u0,X00 = x00,Y = y)
}]
(69)
.
= E
[
min
{
1, enRy exp
{
− n · E0(S,QU0Y )
}
+ enRz exp
{
− n · E2(S,QY )
}}]
(70)
.
= E
[
min
{
1, exp
{
− n ·min
{[
E0(S,QU0Y )−Ry
]
,
[
E2(S,QY )−Rz
]}}}]
(71)
= E
[
exp
(
− n ·min
{[
E0(S,QU0Y )−Ry
]
+
,
[
E2(S,QY )−Rz
]
+
})]
(72)
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.
= exp
{
− n · min
QY |U0X00
[
D(QY |U0X00 ||WY |X00 |PU0X00)
+ E3
(
f(QU0X00Y ), QU0Y , Ry, Rz
)]}
, (73)
where we have defined
E3(S,QU0Y , Ry, Rz)
4
= min
{[
E0(S,QU0Y )−Ry
]
+
,
[
E2(S,QY )−Rz
]
+
}
. (74)
4.2 A Converse-Like1 Result for the Strong User
We have the following:
Lemma 1. For every empirical distribution QU0X00Y ,
E3
(
f(QU0X00Y ), QU0Y , Ry, Rz
) ≤ min{[IQ(U0;Y )+[IQ(X00;Y |U0)−Ry]
+
−Rz
]
+
,[
IQ(X00;Y |U0)−Ry
]
+
}
. (75)
Proof. We start by recalling that the function E3 is defined as
E3(f(QU0X00Y ), QU0Y , Ry, Rz)
4
= min
{[
E0(f(QU0X00Y ), QU0Y )−Ry
]
+
,[
E2(f(QU0X00Y ), QY )−Rz
]
+
}
, (76)
and we separately upper bound each one of the terms. We can upper bound them by choosing
any specific distribution, instead of minimizing over them. Let us start with the left term:
[
E0(f(QU0X00Y ), QU0Y )−Ry
]
+
(77)
= min
{QX|U0Y ∈S(QU0Y ): f(QU0XY )≥f(QU0X00Y )}
[
IQ(X;Y |U0)−Ry
]
+
(78)
≤ [IQ(X00;Y |U0)−Ry]+. (79)
1A converse result is usually w.r.t. both encoding and decoding. In our case, here and in Subsection 5.1, the
converse results are w.r.t. the decoding only.
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For the right term inside the minimum of (76), we have the following
[
E2(f(QU0X00Y ), QY )−Rz
]
+
(80)
= min
{QU′|Y ∈S(QY )}
[
IQ(U
′;Y ) + E1(f(QU0X00Y ), QU ′Y )−Rz
]
+
(81)
≤
[
IQ(U0;Y ) + E1(f(QU0X00Y ), QU0Y )−Rz
]
+
(82)
=
[
IQ(U0;Y ) + min{QX|U0Y ∈S(QU0Y ): f(QU0XY )≥f(QU0X00Y )}
[
IQ(X;Y |U0)−Ry
]
+
−Rz
]
+
(83)
≤
[
IQ(U0;Y ) +
[
IQ(X00;Y |U0)−Ry
]
+
−Rz
]
+
. (84)
Combining both upper bounds, we see that (75) holds, thus completing the proof. 
4.3 An Optimal Universal Decoder
Let us now select
f(QUXY ) = IQ(U ;Y ) + [IQ(X;Y |U)−Ry]+. (85)
We show that (85) achieves the maximum value of E3
(
f(QU0X00Y ), QU0Y , Ry, Rz
)
, as given by
Lemma 1, and therefore, this decoder has the same error exponent as the one of the optimal
(ML) decoder. As before, we start with the left term inside the minimum of (76), and get
[
E0(f(QU0X00Y ), QU0Y )−Ry
]
+
(86)
= min
{QX|U0Y ∈S(QU0Y )}
{[
IQ(X;Y |U0)−Ry
]
+
: f(QU0XY ) ≥ f(QU0X00Y )
}
(87)
= min
{QX|U0Y ∈S(QU0Y )}
{[
IQ(X;Y |U0)−Ry
]
+
:
IQ(U0;Y ) + [IQ(X;Y |U0)−Ry]+ ≥ IQ(U0;Y ) + [IQ(X00;Y |U0)−Ry]+
}
(88)
= min
{QX|U0Y ∈S(QU0Y )}
{[
IQ(X;Y |U0)−Ry
]
+
:
[IQ(X;Y |U0)−Ry]+ ≥ [IQ(X00;Y |U0)−Ry]+
}
(89)
= [IQ(X00;Y |U0)−Ry]+. (90)
For the right term inside the minimum of (76),
[
E2(f(QU0X00Y ), QY )−Rz
]
+
(91)
= min
{QUX|Y ∈S(QY ): f(QUXY )≥f(QU0X00Y )}
[
IQ(U ;Y ) +
[
IQ(X;Y |U)−Ry
]
+
−Rz
]
+
(92)
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= min
{QUX|Y ∈S(QY )}
{[
IQ(U ;Y ) +
[
IQ(X;Y |U)−Ry
]
+
−Rz
]
+
:
IQ(U ;Y ) + [IQ(X;Y |U)−Ry]+ ≥ IQ(U0;Y ) + [IQ(X00;Y |U0)−Ry]+
}
(93)
=
[
IQ(U0;Y ) +
[
IQ(X00;Y |U0)−Ry
]
+
−Rz
]
+
. (94)
Finally, compare the minimum between (90) and (94) to the right hand side of (75).
5 Universal Bin Index Decoding for the Weak User
5.1 Analysis for a General Decoding Metric and a Converse-Like Result
Let us first derive the exact random coding error exponent of the following bin index decoder,
iˆ(z) = arg max
0≤i≤Mz−1
F (z,ui, Ci), (95)
where
F (z,ui, Ci) 4= 1
My
My−1∑
j=0
e
nf(QUiXijZ), (96)
and assume that f is upper bounded by a real number ∆. Note that (95) includes the optimal
ML decoder (5) as a special case.
To present the formula of E∗z (Ry, Rz), the error exponent of (95), we first need a few
definitions. For a given generic joint distribution QUXZ , let IQ(X;Z|U) denote the conditional
mutual information between X and Z given U . For a given marginal QUZ , let S(QUZ) denote
the set of conditional distributions {QX|UZ} such that
∑
z QUZ(u, z)QX|UZ(x|u, z) = PUX(u, x)
for every (u, x) ∈ U × X , where PUX = PU × PX|U . We first define
E1(s,QUZ) = min
QX|UZ∈S(QUZ)
{
[IQ(X;Z|U)−Ry]+ : f(QUXZ)+[Ry−IQ(X;Z|U)]+ ≥ s
}
, (97)
where s is an arbitrary real. Next, for a given marginal QZ , define
E2(s,QZ) = min
QU|Z∈S(QZ)
[
IQ(U ;Z) + E1(s,QUZ)
]
, (98)
where the minimization is across all {QU |Z} such that
∑
z QZ(z)QU |Z(u|z) = PU (u) for every
u ∈ U . Finally, for a given QU0Z , let
s0(QU0Z) = Ry + max{QX|U0Z∈S(QU0Z):IQ(X;Z|U0)≤Ry}
[
f(QU0XZ)− IQ(X;Z|U0)
]
, (99)
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and
s1(QU0X00Z) = max
{
s0(QU0Z), f(QU0X00Z)
}
. (100)
Now, the error exponent of the decoder (95) is given in the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Under the assumptions of Section 2,
E∗z (Ry, Rz) = min
QZ|U0X00
{
D(QZ|U0X00 ||WZ|X00 |PU0X00)+
[
E2
(
s1(QU0X00Z), QZ
)−Rz]
+
}
, (101)
where (U0, X00) is a replica of (U,X), i.e., PU0X00 = PUX .
Proof. The average probability of error, associated with (95), is given by
P ∗e = E
[
Pr
{
Mz−1⋃
i=1
{
F (Z,Ui, Ci) ≥ F (Z,U0, C0)
}}]
(102)
.
= E
[
min
{
1,Mz · Pr
{
F (Z,U1, C1) ≥ F (Z,U0, C0)
}}]
, (103)
where the expectation is w.r.t. the randomness of U0, C0 and Z, where Z is the channel output
in response to the input X00 (the transmitted codeword without loss of generality). The passage
from (102) to (103) is due to the exponential tightness of the truncated union bound. Here,
for a given z, Pr
{
F (z,U1, C1) ≥ F (z,u0, C0)
}
is calculated w.r.t. the randomness of U1 and
C1 =
{
X1,0, ...,X1,(My−1)
}
, but for a given u0 and C0.
Let N1(QU1X′Z) denote the number of codewords x1,j ∈ C1, such that the joint empirical
distribution of x1,j with (u1, z) is QU1X′Z , that is
N1(QU1X′Z) =
My−1∑
j=0
I
{
(u1,x1,j , z) ∈ T (QU1X′Z)
}
. (104)
Defining
s
4
=
1
n
ln
[My−1∑
j=0
e
nf(QU0X0jZ)
]
, (105)
we have,
Pr
{
F (z,u1, C1) ≥ F (z,u0, C0)
}
= Pr
{
My · F (z,u1, C1) ≥ ens
}
(106)
= Pr
{My−1∑
j=0
e
nf(QU1X1jZ) ≥ ens
}
(107)
= Pr
{ ∑
QX′|U1Z∈S(QU1Z)
N1(QU1X′Z)e
nf(QU1X′Z) ≥ ens
}
(108)
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.
= Pr
{
max
QX′|U1Z∈S(QU1Z)
N1(QU1X′Z)e
nf(QU1X′Z) ≥ ens
}
(109)
= Pr
 ⋃
QX′|U1Z∈S(QU1Z)
{
N1(QU1X′Z)e
nf(QU1X′Z) ≥ ens
}
(110)
.
=
∑
QX′|U1Z∈S(QU1Z)
Pr
{
N1(QU1X′Z)e
nf(QU1X′Z) ≥ ens
}
(111)
.
= max
QX′|U1Z∈S(QU1Z)
Pr
{
N1(QU1X′Z)e
nf(QU1X′Z) ≥ ens
}
. (112)
Now, for a given QU1X′Z , designating the joint empirical distribution of a randomly chosen x
′
(given u1) together with (u1, z), the binomial random variable N1(QU1X′Z) has e
nRy trials and
probability of success which is of the exponential order of e−nIQ(X;Z|U). Thus, a standard large
deviations analysis (see, e.g., [14, pp. 167–169]) yields
Pr
{
N1(QU1X′Z) ≥ en
[
s−f(QU1X′Z)
]}
.
= e−nE0(QU1X′Z), (113)
where
E0(QU1X′Z) =
{ [
IQ(X;Z|U)−Ry
]
+
f(QU1X′Z) ≥ s−
[
Ry − IQ(X;Z|U)
]
+
∞ f(QU1X′Z) < s−
[
Ry − IQ(X;Z|U)
]
+
.
(114)
Therefore, maxQX′|U1Z∈S(QU1Z) Pr
{
N1(QU1X′Z) ≥ en
[
s−f(QU1X′Z)
]}
decays according to
E1(s,QU1Z) = min
QX′|U1Z∈S(QU1Z)
E0(QU1X′Z), (115)
which is given by (97).
The conditional pairwise error probability, given U1 = u1, is of the exponential order of
e−nE1(s,QU1Z). Averaging w.r.t. the randomness ofU1, we get the exponential order of e−nE2(s,QZ),
where E2(s,QZ) is defined as in (98). To see why this is true, consider the following:∑
u1∈T (PU )
PU (u1) · Pr
{
F (z,u1, C1) ≥ F (z,u0, C0)
}
(116)
.
=
∑
QU1|Z∈S(QZ)
∑
u1∈T (QU1|Z |z)
PU (u1) · e−n·E1(s,QU1Z) (117)
.
=
∑
QU1|Z∈S(QZ)
e−n·E1(s,QU1Z) · e−n·IQ(U ;Z) (118)
.
= max
QU1|Z∈S(QZ)
e−n·
[
IQ(U ;Z)+E1(s,QU1Z)
]
(119)
= e−n·E2(s,QZ). (120)
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Finally, we have that
P ∗e
.
= E
[
min
{
1,Mz · e−n·E2(S,QZ)
}]
(121)
= E
{
e
−n
[
E2(S,Qz)−Rz
]
+
}
, (122)
where the expectation is w.r.t. the randomness of
S =
1
n
ln
[My−1∑
j=0
e
nf(QU0X0jZ)
]
, (123)
the randomness of QZ , the empirical distribution of Z, and U0, the real cloud center.
This expectation will be taken in two steps, the first is over the randomness of {X0,1, ...,X0,(My−1)},
while X00 = x00, U0 = u0 and Z = z are held fixed, whereas in the second step, the expecta-
tion is over the randomness of X00, U0 and Z. Let x00, u0 and z be given and let  > 0 be
arbitrarily small. Then,
P ∗e (x00,u0, z)
4
= E
{
e
−n
[
E2(S,QZ)−Rz
]
+
∣∣∣∣X00 = x00,U0 = u0,Z = z} (124)
≤
∑
i
Pr
{
i ≤ S < (i+ 1)
∣∣∣X00 = x00,U0 = u0,Z = z}
× exp
{
− n[E2(i,QZ)−Rz]+}, (125)
where i ranges from 1f(QU0X00Z) to (Ry + ∆)/. Now,
enS = enf(QU0X00Z) +
My−1∑
j=1
e
nf(QU0X0jZ) (126)
= enf(QU0X00Z) +
∑
QX′|U0Z∈S(QU0Z)
N0(QU0X′Z)e
nf(QU0X′Z), (127)
where N0(QU0X′Z) is the number of codewords in C0 \ {x00}, whose joint empirical distribution
with (u0, z) is QU0X′Z . On the one hand, we have
Pr
{ ∑
QX′|U0Z∈S(QU0Z)
N0(QU0X′Z)e
nf(QU0X′Z) ≥ ent
}
.
= e−n·E1(t,QU0Z), (128)
and on the other hand,
Pr
{ ∑
QX′|U0Z∈S(QU0Z)
N0(QU0X′Z)e
nf(QU0X′Z) ≤ ent
}
.
= Pr
{ ⋂
QX′|U0Z∈S(QU0Z)
{
N0(QU0X′Z) ≤ en[t−f(QU0X′Z)]
}}
. (129)
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This probability behaves exponentially like an indicator function of the condition that for every
QX′|U0Z ∈ S(QU0Z), either IQ(X;Z|U0) ≥ Ry or Ry − IQ(X;Z|U0) ≤ t− f(QU0X′Z) [10]. I.e.,
Pr
{ ∑
QX′|U0Z∈S(QU0Z)
N0(QU0X′Z)e
nf(QU0X′Z) ≤ ent
}
.
= I
{
Ry ≤ min
QX′|U0Z∈S(QU0Z)
{
IQ(X;Z|U0) + [t− f(QU0X′Z)]+
}}
. (130)
Let us now find what is the minimum value of t for which the value of this indicator function
is unity. The condition is equivalent to
min
QX′|U0Z∈S(QU0Z)
max
0≤a≤1
{
IQ(X;Z|U0) + a
[
t− f(QU0X′Z)
]}
≥ Ry, (131)
or
∀QX′|U0Z ∈ S(QU0Z) ∃a ∈ [0, 1] : IQ(X;Z|U0) + a
[
t− f(QU0X′Z)
]
≥ Ry, (132)
or
∀QX′|U0Z ∈ S(QU0Z) ∃a ∈ [0, 1] : t ≥ f(QU0X′Z) +
1
a
(
Ry − IQ(X;Z|U0)
)
, (133)
or, equivalently,
t ≥ max
QX′|U0Z∈S(QU0Z)
min
0≤a≤1
[
f(QU0X′Z) +
1
a
(
Ry − IQ(X;Z|U0)
)]
(134)
= max
QX′|U0Z∈S(QU0Z)
[
f(QU0X′Z) +
{
Ry − IQ(X;Z|U0) , Ry ≥ IQ(X;Z|U0)
−∞ , Ry < IQ(X;Z|U0)
]
(135)
= Ry + max{QX′|U0Z∈S(QU0Z): IQ(X;Z|U0)≤Ry}
[
f(QU0X′Z)− IQ(X;Z|U0)
]
(136)
4
= s0(QU0Z). (137)
Thus, in summary, we have
Pr
{
ent ≤
∑
QX′|U0Z∈S(QU0Z)
N0(QU0X′Z)e
nf(QU0X′Z) ≤ en(t+)
}
.
=
{
0 t < s0(QU0Z)− 
e−n·E1(t,QU0Z) t ≥ s0(QU0Z)
(138)
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Therefore, we get the expected error probability
P ∗e (x00,u0, z) ≤
∑
i
Pr
{
eni ≤
∑
QX′|U0Z∈S(QU0Z)
N0(QU0X′Z)e
nf(QU0X′Z) ≤ en(i+1)
}
× exp
{
− n
[
E2
(
max
{
i, f(QU0X00Z)
}
, QZ
)
−Rz
]
+
}
(139)
.
=
∑
i≥s0(QU0Z)/
exp
{
− nE1(i,QU0Z)
}
× exp
{
− n
[
E2
(
max
{
i, f(QU0X00Z)
}
, QZ
)
−Rz
]
+
}
. (140)
Since the dominant contribution to the sum over i is due to the term i = s0(QU0Z)/ (by the
non-decreasing monotonicity of the functions E1(·, QU0Z) and E2(·, QZ)), we obtain
P ∗e (x00,u0, z)
.
= exp
{
− n
[
E2
(
max
{
s0(QU0Z), f(QU0X00Z)
}
, QZ
)
−Rz
]
+
}
(141)
4
= exp
{
− n
[
E2
(
s1(QU0X00Z), QZ
)
−Rz
]
+
}
. (142)
Now, after taking the expectation w.r.t. the joint distribution of (U0,X00,Z), we get the exact
random coding error exponent (101), and the proof of Lemma 2 is complete. 
Next, we introduce the following converse-like result for the weak user.
Lemma 3. For every empirical distribution QU0X00Z ,
E2(s1(QU0X00Z), QZ) ≤ IQ(U0;Z) +
[
IQ(X00;Z|U0)−Ry
]
+
. (143)
Proof. By (98),
E2(s1(QU0X00Z), QZ) = min
QU|Z∈S(QZ)
{
IQ(U ;Z) + E1(s1(QU0X00Z), QUZ)
}
(144)
≤ IQ(U0;Z) + E1(s1(QU0X00Z), QU0Z), (145)
where
E1(s1(QU0X00Z), QU0Z)
= min
QX′|U0Z∈S(QU0Z): f(QU0X′Z)+
[
Ry−IQ(X′;Z|U0)
]
+
≥s1(QU0X00Z)
[
IQ(X
′;Z|U0)−Ry
]
+
. (146)
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Now, since s1(QU0X00Z) is given by the maximum
s1(QU0X00Z) = max
{
s0(QU0Z), f(QU0X00Z)
}
, (147)
we treat each case separately. First, if s1(QU0X00Z) = f(QU0X00Z),
E1(f(QU0X00Z), QU0Z)
= min
QX′|U0Z∈S(QU0Z): f(QU0X′Z)+
[
Ry−IQ(X′;Z|U0)
]
+
≥f(QU0X00Z)
[
IQ(X
′;Z|U0)−Ry
]
+
(148)
≤ [IQ(X00;Z|U0)−Ry]+, (149)
since the constraint is satisfied for QX00|U0Z ∈ S(QU0Z).
On the other hand, if s1(QU0X00Z) = s0(QU0Z), which is given by (99), we have
s0(QU0Z) = Ry + f(QU0X˜Z)− IQ(X˜;Z|U0), (150)
where we have denoted the maximizer of (99) by QX˜|U0Z , for which IQ(X˜;Z|U0) ≤ Ry must be
satisfied. Next, we upper bound the minimum defining E1(s0(QU0Z), QU0Z) by using the same
empirical distribution which is the maximizer of the right hand side of the constraint, for which
the constraint becomes an exact equality:
E1(s0(QU0Z), QU0Z) (151)
= min
QX′|U0Z∈S(QU0Z): f(QU0X′Z)+
[
Ry−IQ(X′;Z|U0)
]
+
≥s0(QU0Z)
[
IQ(X
′;Z|U0)−Ry
]
+
(152)
= min
QX′|U0Z∈S(QU0Z): f(QU0X′Z)+
[
Ry−IQ(X′;Z|U0)
]
+
≥f(QU0X˜Z)+Ry−IQ(X˜;Z|U0)
[
IQ(X
′;Z|U0)−Ry
]
+
(153)
≤ [IQ(X˜;Z|U)−Ry]+ = 0, (154)
where the last equality is due to the constraint IQ(X˜;Z|U) ≤ Ry.
Combining the last two upper bounds, we get
E1(s1(QU0X00Z), QU0Z) ≤
[
IQ(X00;Z|U0)−Ry
]
+
, (155)
and therefore
E2(s1(QU0X00Z), QZ) ≤ IQ(U0;Z) +
[
IQ(X00;Z|U0)−Ry
]
+
, (156)
completing the proof of Lemma 3. 
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5.2 Analysis for a General Suboptimal Decoding Metric and a Direct Part
Let us now derive the exact random coding error exponent of the following suboptimal bin
index decoder:
i˜(z) = arg max
0≤i≤Mz−1
{
max
0≤j≤My−1
f(QUiXijZ)
}
, (157)
and assume, as before, that the function f is upper bounded by ∆.
To present the formula of E˜z(Ry, Rz), the error exponent of (157), we first need a few new
definitions. We first define
E˜1(t, QUZ) = min
QX|UZ∈S(QUZ)
{
[IQ(X;Z|U)−Ry]+ : f(QUXZ) ≥ t
}
, (158)
where t is an arbitrary real number. Next, for a given QZ , define
E˜2(t, QZ) = min
QU|Z∈S(QZ)
[IQ(U ;Z) + E˜1(t, QUZ)]. (159)
Finally, let
t0(QU0Z) = max{QX|U0Z∈S(QU0Z):IQ(X;Z|U0)≤Ry}
f(QU0XZ), (160)
and
t1(QU0X00Z) = max{t0(QU0Z), f(QU0X00Z)}. (161)
The error exponent of (157) is given in the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Under the assumptions of Section 2,
E˜z(Ry, Rz) = min
QZ|U0X00
{
D(QZ|U0X00 ||WZ|X00 |PU0X00) +
[
E˜2(t1(QU0X00Z), QZ)−Rz
]
+
}
, (162)
where (U0, X00) is a replica of (U,X), i.e., PU0X00 = PUX .
Proof. The average probability of error, associated with (157), is given by
P ∗e
.
= E
[
min
{
1,Mz · E
(
min
[
1,My · Pr
{
f(QU1X10Z) ≥ maxx∈C0 f(QU0XZ)
}])}]
, (163)
where the inner expectation is w.r.t. the randomness of U1, the outer expectation is w.r.t. the
randomness of U0, C0 and Z, the latter being the channel output in response to X00.
To see why this is true, observe that the average error probability, P¯e(Ry, Rz, n), associated
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with (157), is defined as
P¯e(Ry, Rz, n)
4
=
1
MyMz
Mz−1∑
i=0
My−1∑
j=0
Pr
{⋃
l 6=i
⋃
k
{
f(QUlXlkZ) ≥ maxx∈Ci f(QUiXZ)
∣∣∣Xij sent}} (164)
where Pr{·} pertains to the randomness of the codebook as well as that of the channel output
given its input. We define the following unions of events
G 4=
Mz−1⋃
l=1
Gl 4=
Mz−1⋃
l=1
My−1⋃
k=0
Glk 4=
Mz−1⋃
l=1
My−1⋃
k=0
{
f(QUlXlkZ) ≥ maxx∈C0 f(QU0XZ)
}
. (165)
Define
t
4
= max
x∈C0
f(QU0XZ). (166)
The probability of Glk, conditioned on Ul, is given by
Pr(Glk|Ul = u′) 4= Pr
{
f(QUlXlkZ) ≥ maxx∈C0 f(QU0XZ)
∣∣∣∣Ul = u′} (167)
=
∑
{x′: f(QU′X′Z)≥t}
P (x′|u′) (168)
.
= max
{QX′|U′Z∈S(QU′Z): f(QU′X′Z)≥t}
exp
{
− n · IQ(X ′;Z|U ′)
}
(169)
= exp
{
− n · min
{QX′|U′Z∈S(QU′Z): f(QU′X′Z)≥t}
IQ(X
′;Z|U ′)
}
(170)
4
= exp
{
− n · E˜0(t, QU ′Z)
}
, (171)
where the passage from (168) to (169) is due to (47)-(51). For a given Ul = u
′, the events
{Glk}k are all pairwise independent since we have assumed that the various codewords are
pairwise conditional independent given the cloud center. Using the exponential tightness of the
truncated union bound, we get
Pr
{My−1⋃
k=0
Glk
∣∣∣∣∣Ul = u′
}
.
= min
{
1,
My−1∑
k=0
Pr(Glk|Ul = u′)
}
(172)
= min
{
1,My · Pr(Gl,0|Ul = u′)
}
(173)
.
= min
{
1, enRy · exp
{
− n · E˜0(t, QU ′Z)
}}
(174)
4
= exp
{
− n · E˜1(t, QU ′Z)
}
, (175)
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where
E˜1(t, QU ′Z) = min
QX′|U′Z∈S(QU′Z)
{[
IQ(X
′;Z|U ′)−Ry
]
+
: f(QU ′X′Z) ≥ t
}
. (176)
Next, we obtain the probability of Gl by calculating the expectation w.r.t. the randomness of
Ul:
Pr
{Gl} = ∑
u′∈T (PU )
PU (u
′) · Pr
{My−1⋃
k=0
Glk
∣∣∣∣∣Ul = u′
}
(177)
.
=
∑
u′∈T (PU )
PU (u
′) · exp
{
− n · E˜1(t, QU ′Z)
}
(178)
.
= exp
{
− n · min
{QU′|Z∈S(QZ)}
[
IQ(U ;Z) + E˜1(t, QU ′Z)
]}
(179)
4
= exp
{
− n · E˜2(t, QZ)
}
, (180)
where the passage from (178) to (179) is due to (60)-(64). Conditioning on U0, C0 and Z, the
events {Gl} are all pairwise independent since the various cloud centers are all independent.
We get
Pr
{
Mz−1⋃
l=1
Gl
∣∣∣∣∣U0, C0,Z
}
.
= min
{
1,
Mz−1∑
l=1
Pr(Gl|U0, C0,Z)
}
(181)
= min
{
1, (Mz − 1) · Pr(G1|U0, C0,Z)
}
(182)
.
= min
{
1, enRz · exp
{
− n · E˜2(t, QZ)
}}
(183)
= exp
{
− n · [E˜2(t, QZ)−Rz]+}. (184)
Finally, we have that
P˜e = E
[
exp
{
− n · [E˜2(T,QZ)−Rz]+}], (185)
where the expectation is taken w.r.t. the randomness of
T = max
x∈C0
f(QU0XZ), (186)
and the randomness of QZ and U0, the correct cloud center. This expectation will be taken in
two steps, first, over the randomness of {X0,1, ...,X0,(My−1)}, while X00 = x00, U0 = u0 and
Z = z are held fixed, and then - over the randomness of X00, U0 and Z. Let x00, u0 and z be
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given and let  > 0 be arbitrarily small. Then,
P˜e(x00,u0, z)
4
= E
{
e
−n
[
E˜2(T,QZ)−Rz
]
+
∣∣∣∣X00 = x00,U0 = u0,Z = z} (187)
≤
∑
i
Pr
{
i ≤ T < (i+ 1)
∣∣∣X00 = x00,U0 = u0,Z = z}
× exp
{
− n[E˜2(i,QZ)−Rz]+}, (188)
where i ranges from 1f(QU0X00Z) to ∆/. Now,
T = max
{
f(QU0X00Z), max
1≤j≤My−1
f(QU0X0jZ)
}
. (189)
On the one hand, we have:
Pr
{
max
1≤j≤My−1
f(QU0X0jZ) ≥ t
}
= Pr
{ ⋃
1≤j≤My−1
{
f(QU0X0jZ) ≥ t
}}
(190)
.
= min
{
1, (My − 1) · Pr
{
f(QU0X01Z) ≥ t
}}
(191)
.
= min
{
1, enRy · exp
{
− n · E˜0(t, QU0Z)
}}
(192)
= exp
{
− n[E˜0(t, QU0Z)−Ry]+
}
(193)
= exp
{
− n · E˜1(t, QU0Z)
}
. (194)
On the other hand,
Pr
{
max
1≤j≤My−1
f(QU0X0jZ) < t
}
= Pr
{ ⋂
1≤j≤My−1
{
f(QU0X0jZ) < t
}}
(195)
=
[
Pr
{
f(QU0X01Z) < t
}]My−1
(196)
.
=
[
1− e−n·E˜0(t,QU0Z)
]enRy
(197)
= exp
{
enRy · ln
[
1− e−n·E˜0(t,QU0Z)
]}
(198)
.
= exp
{
− en·[Ry−E˜0(t,QU0Z)]
}
(199)
.
=
{
0, Ry > E˜0(t, QU0Z)
1, Ry < E˜0(t, QU0Z) ,
(200)
which can also be written as:
Pr
{
max
1≤j≤My−1
f(QU0X0jZ) < t
}
.
= I
{
Ry < E˜0(t, QU0Z)
}
. (201)
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Let us now find the minimum t for which the value of this indicator function is unity. The
condition is equivalent to
min
QX′|U0Z∈S(QU0Z)
max
0≤a<∞
{
IQ(X
′;Z|U0) + a
[
t− f(QU0X′Z)
]}
≥ Ry, (202)
or
∀QX′|U0Z ∈ S(QU0Z) ∃a ∈ [0,∞) : IQ(X ′;Z|U0) + a
[
t− f(QU0X′Z)
]
≥ Ry, (203)
or
∀QX′|U0Z ∈ S(QU0Z) ∃a ∈ [0,∞) : t ≥ f(QU0X′Z) +
1
a
(
Ry − IQ(X ′;Z|U0)
)
, (204)
or, equivalently,
t ≥ max
QX′|U0Z∈S(QU0Z)
min
0≤a<∞
[
f(QU0X′Z) +
1
a
(
Ry − IQ(X ′;Z|U0)
)]
(205)
= max
QX′|U0Z∈S(QU0Z)
[
f(QU0X′Z) +
{
0, Ry ≥ IQ(X ′;Z|U0)
−∞, Ry < IQ(X ′;Z|U0)
]
(206)
= max
{QX′|U0Z∈S(QU0Z): IQ(X′;Z|U0)≤Ry}
f(QU0X′Z) (207)
4
= t0(QU0Z). (208)
Thus, in summary, we have
Pr
{
t ≤ max
1≤j≤My−1
f(QU0X0jZ) ≤ t+ 
}
.
=
{
0 , t < t0(QU0Z)− 
e−n·E˜1(t,QU0Z) , t ≥ t0(QU0Z)
(209)
Then, the expected error probability w.r.t. {X0,1, ...,X0,(My−1)} yields
P˜e(x00,u0, z)
.
=
∑
i
Pr
{
i ≤ max
1≤j≤My−1
f(QU0X0jZ) < (i+ 1)
}
× exp
{
− n
[
E˜2
(
max{f(QU0X00Z), i}, QZ
)−Rz]
+
}
(210)
.
=
∑
i≥t0(QU0Z)/
exp
{
− nE˜1(i,QU0Z)
}
× exp
{
− n
[
E˜2
(
max{f(QU0X00Z), i}, QZ
)−Rz]
+
}
. (211)
Since the dominant contribution to the sum over i is due to the term i = t0(QU0Z)/ (by the
non-decreasing monotonicity of the functions E˜1(·, QU0Z) and E˜2(·, QZ)), we obtain
P˜e(x00,u0, z)
.
= exp
{
− n
[
E˜2
(
max
{
t0(QU0Z), f(QU0X00Z)
}
, QZ
)
−Rz
]
+
}
(212)
4
= exp
{
− n
[
E˜2
(
t1(QU0X00Z), QZ
)
−Rz
]
+
}
. (213)
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Now, after taking the expectation w.r.t. the joint distribution of (U0,X00,Z), we get
E˜z(Ry, Rz) = min
QZ|U0X00
{
D(QZ|U0X00 ||WZ|X00 |PU0X00) +
[
E˜2(t1(QU0X00Z), QZ)−Rz
]
+
}
, (214)
and the proof of Lemma 4 is complete. 
Let us now select
f(QUXZ) = IQ(U ;Z) + [IQ(X;Z|U)−Ry]+. (215)
We show that (215) achieves the maximum of E2(s1(QU0X00Z), QZ), as given by Lemma 3, and
therefore, this decoder has the same error exponent as that of the optimal decoder. First, the
threshold t0(QU0Z) can be easily simplified as
t0(QU0Z) = max{QX|U0Z∈S(QU0Z):IQ(X;Z|U0)≤Ry}
f(QU0XZ) (216)
= max
{QX|U0Z∈S(QU0Z):IQ(X;Z|U0)≤Ry}
{
IQ(U0;Z) + [IQ(X;Z|U0)−Ry]+
}
(217)
= IQ(U0;Z) + max{QX|U0Z∈S(QU0Z):IQ(X;Z|U0)≤Ry}
[IQ(X;Z|U0)−Ry]+ (218)
= IQ(U0;Z). (219)
Now, t1(QU0X00Z) is given by
t1(QU0X00Z) = max
{
IQ(U0;Z), IQ(U0;Z) + [IQ(X00;Z|U0)−Ry]+
}
(220)
= IQ(U0;Z) + [IQ(X00;Z|U0)−Ry]+. (221)
In general, the constraint of the inner minimization problem defining E˜2(t1(QU0X00Z), QZ) is
given by
f(QUXZ) ≥ t1(QU0X00Z), (222)
which can now be written as
IQ(U ;Z) + [IQ(X;Z|U)−Ry]+ ≥ IQ(U0;Z) + [IQ(X00;Z|U0)−Ry]+, (223)
or simply by f(QUXZ) ≥ f(QU0X00Z). Eventually, we have the following
E˜2(t1(QU0X00Z), QZ) = min
QUX|Z∈S(QZ): f(QUXZ)≥f(QU0X00Z)
f(QUXZ) (224)
= IQ(U0;Z) + [IQ(X00;Z|U0)−Ry]+, (225)
which is the same expression as on the right hand side of (143).
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6 Gallager-Style Lower Bounds
In this section, we prove Theorem 5.
6.1 Derivation of eq. (32)
We start by changing the clipping operator to a maximization problem and using convexity
properties to change the order of the maximization and the minimization:
Eˆy,1(Ry)
4
= min
V
{
D(V ‖W |P ) +
[
I(X;Y |U)−Ry
]
+
}
(226)
= min
V
{
D(V ‖W |P ) + max
ρ∈[0,1]
{
ρ · [I(X;Y |U)−Ry]}} (227)
= max
ρ∈[0,1]
{
− ρRy + min
V
{
D(V ‖W |P ) + ρ · I(X;Y |U)
}}
. (228)
Next,
min
V
{
D(V ‖W |P ) + ρ · I(X;Y |U)
}
= min
V,Q
{∑
x,u
P (x, u)
∑
y
V (y|x, u) log V (y|x, u)
W (y|x)
+ ρ
∑
x,u,y
P (x, u)V (y|x, u) log V (y|x, u)
Q(y|u)
}
(229)
= min
V,Q
{∑
x,u,y
P (x, u)V (y|x, u)
[
log
V (y|x, u)
W (y|x) + ρ log
V (y|x, u)
Q(y|u)
]}
(230)
= min
V,Q
{∑
x,u,y
P (x, u)V (y|x, u) log
[
V 1+ρ(y|x, u)
W (y|x)Qρ(y|u)
]}
. (231)
First, we minimize over the auxiliary channel V . Holding the auxiliary channel Q fixed, and
differentiating w.r.t. V (y|x, u), we find that the minimizing distribution is given by
V ∗(y|x, u) = W
1
1+ρ (y|x)Q ρ1+ρ (y|u)∑
y′W
1
1+ρ (y′|x)Q ρ1+ρ (y′|u)
. (232)
Substituting it back into (231) and summing over y, we get that
min
Q
{∑
x,u,y
P (x, u)V ∗(y|x, u) log
[
[V ∗(y|x, u)]1+ρ
W (y|x)Qρ(y|u)
]}
= min
Q
{
− (1 + ρ)
∑
x,u
P (x, u) log
[∑
y
W
1
1+ρ (y|x)Q ρ1+ρ (y|u)
]}
(233)
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= min
Q
{
− (1 + ρ)
∑
u
P (u)
∑
x
P (x|u) log
[∑
y
W
1
1+ρ (y|x)Q ρ1+ρ (y|u)
]}
(234)
≥ min
Q
{
− (1 + ρ)
∑
u
P (u) log
[∑
x
P (x|u)
∑
y
W
1
1+ρ (y|x)Q ρ1+ρ (y|u)
]}
, (235)
where inequality (235) is due to Jensen’s inequality. Next, we minimize the lower bound over
Q. Differentiating the last expression w.r.t. Q(y|u), we find that the minimizing distribution is
given by
Q∗(y|u) =
[
Φ(u, y, ρ)
]1+ρ∑
y′
[
Φ(u, y′, ρ)
]1+ρ . (236)
Substituting (236) into (235), we get
− (1 + ρ)
∑
u
P (u) log
[∑
x
P (x|u)
∑
y
W
1
1+ρ (y|x)[Q∗(y|u)] ρ1+ρ
]
= −(1 + ρ)
∑
u
P (u) log
∑
x
P (x|u)
∑
y
W
1
1+ρ (y|x)
[
Φ(u, y, ρ)
]ρ{∑
y′
[
Φ(u, y′, ρ)
]1+ρ} ρ1+ρ
 (237)
= −(1 + ρ)
∑
u
P (u) log

∑
y
(
Φ(u, y, ρ) · [Φ(u, y, ρ)]ρ){∑
y′
[
Φ(u, y′, ρ)
]1+ρ} ρ1+ρ
 (238)
= −(1 + ρ)
∑
u
P (u) log

∑
y
[
Φ(u, y, ρ)
]1+ρ{∑
y′
[
Φ(u, y′, ρ)
]1+ρ} ρ1+ρ
 (239)
= −(1 + ρ)
∑
u
P (u) log
[{∑
y
[
Φ(u, y, ρ)
]1+ρ} 11+ρ]
(240)
= −
∑
u
P (u) log
{∑
y
[
Φ(u, y, ρ)
]1+ρ}
, (241)
which completes the proof of eq. (32). 
6.2 Derivation of eq. (33)
Similarly as in (226)-(228),
Eˆy,2(Ry, Rz)
38
4
= min
V
{
D(V ‖W |P ) +
[
I(U ;Y ) +
[
I(X;Y |U)−Ry
]
+
−Rz
]
+
}
(242)
= min
V
{
D(V ‖W |P ) + max
µ∈[0,1]
{
µ ·
[
I(U ;Y ) + max
ρ∈[0,1]
{
ρ · [I(X;Y |U)−Ry]}−Rz]}} (243)
= min
V
{
D(V ‖W |P ) + max
µ∈[0,1]
max
ρ∈[0,1]
{
µ ·
[
I(U ;Y )−Rz
]
+ µρ ·
[
I(X;Y |U)−Ry
]}}
(244)
= min
V
{
D(V ‖W |P ) + max
µ∈[0,1]
max
λ∈[0,µ]
{
µ ·
[
I(U ;Y )−Rz
]
+ λ ·
[
I(X;Y |U)−Ry
]}}
(245)
= max
µ∈[0,1]
max
λ∈[0,µ]
{
− λRy − µRz + min
V
{
D(V ‖W |P ) + µ · I(U ;Y ) + λ · I(X;Y |U)
}}
. (246)
Now, for the inner-most minimization,
min
V
{
D(V ‖W |P ) + µ · I(U ;Y ) + λ · I(X;Y |U)
}
= min
V,Q,T
{∑
x,u
P (x, u)
∑
y
V (y|x, u) log V (y|x, u)
W (y|x)
+ µ
∑
x,u,y
P (x, u)V (y|x, u) log Q(y|u)
T (y)
+ λ
∑
x,u,y
P (x, u)V (y|x, u) log V (y|x, u)
Q(y|u)
}
(247)
= min
V,Q,T
{∑
x,u,y
P (x, u)V (y|x, u)
[
log
V (y|x, u)
W (y|x) + µ log
Q(y|u)
T (y)
+ λ log
V (y|x, u)
Q(y|u)
]}
(248)
= min
V,Q,T
{∑
x,u,y
P (x, u)V (y|x, u) log
[
V 1+λ(y|x, u)
W (y|x)Tµ(y)Qλ−µ(y|u)
]}
. (249)
First, we minimize over V . Holding Q and T fixed, and differentiating w.r.t. V (y|x, u), we find
that the minimizing V is given by
V ∗(y|x, u) = W
1
1+λ (y|x)T µ1+λ (y)Qλ−µ1+λ (y|u)∑
y′W
1
1+λ (y′|x)T µ1+λ (y′)Qλ−µ1+λ (y′|u)
. (250)
Substituting (250) into (249) and summing over y, we get
min
Q,T
{∑
x,u,y
P (x, u)V ∗(y|x, u) log
[
[V ∗(y|x, u)]1+λ
W (y|x)Tµ(y)Qλ−µ(y|u)
]}
= min
Q,T
{
− (1 + λ)
∑
x,u
P (x, u) log
[∑
y
W
1
1+λ (y|x)T µ1+λ (y)Qλ−µ1+λ (y|u)
]}
(251)
= min
Q,T
{
− (1 + λ)
∑
u
P (u)
∑
x
P (x|u) log
[∑
y
W
1
1+λ (y|x)T µ1+λ (y)Qλ−µ1+λ (y|u)
]}
(252)
≥ min
Q,T
{
− (1 + λ)
∑
u
P (u) log
[∑
x
P (x|u)
∑
y
W
1
1+λ (y|x)T µ1+λ (y)Qλ−µ1+λ (y|u)
]}
, (253)
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where (253) is due to Jensen’s inequality. Next, we minimize the lower bound over Q, while
holding T fixed. Differentiating the last expression w.r.t. Q(y|u), we find that the minimizing
Q is given by
Q∗(y|u) =
[
T
µ
1+λ (y)
∑
x P (x|u)W
1
1+λ (y|x)
] 1+λ
1+µ
∑
y′
[
T
µ
1+λ (y′)
∑
x′ P (x
′|u)W 11+λ (y′|x′)
] 1+λ
1+µ
. (254)
Substituting into (253), we have
min
T
{
− (1 + λ)
∑
u
P (u) log
[∑
x
P (x|u)
∑
y
W
1
1+λ (y|x)T µ1+λ (y)[Q∗(y|u)]λ−µ1+λ
]}
= min
T
−(1 + λ)
∑
u
P (u) log
[∑
x
P (x|u)
×
∑
y
W
1
1+λ (y|x)T µ1+λ (y)
[
T
µ
1+λ (y)Φ(u, y, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
·λ−µ
1+λ
{∑
y′
[
T
µ
1+λ (y′)Φ(u, y′, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
}λ−µ
1+λ
 (255)
= min
T
−(1 + λ)
∑
u
P (u) log

∑
y
[
T
µ
1+λ (y)Φ(u, y, λ)
]
·
[
T
µ
1+λ (y)Φ(u, y, λ)
]λ−µ
1+µ
{∑
y′
[
T
µ
1+λ (y′)Φ(u, y′, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
}λ−µ
1+λ
 (256)
= min
T
−(1 + λ)
∑
u
P (u) log

∑
y
[
T
µ
1+λ (y)Φ(u, y, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
{∑
y′
[
T
µ
1+λ (y′)Φ(u, y′, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
}λ−µ
1+λ
 (257)
= min
T
−(1 + λ)
∑
u
P (u) log
{∑
y
[
T
µ
1+λ (y)Φ(u, y, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
} 1+µ
1+λ
 (258)
= min
T
−(1 + µ)
∑
u
P (u) log
[∑
y
[
T
µ
1+λ (y)Φ(u, y, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
]
(259)
= min
T
−(1 + µ)
∑
u
P (u) log
[∑
y
T
µ
1+µ (y)
[
Φ(u, y, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
]
(260)
≥ min
T
−(1 + µ) log
[∑
u
P (u)
∑
y
T
µ
1+µ (y)
[
Φ(u, y, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
]
. (261)
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Next, we minimize over T . Differentiating w.r.t. T (y), we get
T ∗(y) =
{∑
u P (u)
[
Φ(u, y, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
}1+µ
∑
y′
{∑
u′ P (u
′)
[
Φ(u′, y′, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
}1+µ . (262)
Substituting into (261), we finally get
− (1 + µ) log
[∑
u
P (u)
∑
y
[T ∗(y)]
µ
1+µ
[
Φ(u, y, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
]
= −(1 + µ) log
[∑
u
P (u)
∑
y
[
Φ(u, y, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
×
{∑
u˜ P (u˜)
[
Φ(u˜, y, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
}µ
{∑
y′
{∑
u′ P (u
′)
[
Φ(u′, y′, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
}1+µ} µ1+µ
 (263)
= −(1 + µ) log

∑
y
({∑
u P (u)
[
Φ(u, y, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
}
·
{∑
u˜ P (u˜)
[
Φ(u˜, y, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
}µ)
{∑
y′
{∑
u′ P (u
′)
[
Φ(u′, y′, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
}1+µ} µ1+µ
 (264)
= −(1 + µ) log

∑
y
{∑
u P (u)
[
Φ(u, y, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
}1+µ
{∑
y′
{∑
u′ P (u
′)
[
Φ(u′, y′, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
}1+µ} µ1+µ
 (265)
= −(1 + µ) log
{∑
y
{∑
u
P (u)
[
Φ(u, y, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
}1+µ} 1
1+µ
(266)
= − log
∑
y
{∑
u
P (u)
[
Φ(u, y, λ)
] 1+λ
1+µ
}1+µ
. (267)
Hence, (33) is now proved, as well as the lower bound given in (34). 
7 Analyzing the Gallager-Style Lower Bounds
7.1 A Study for Ey,1(Ry)
As in the single user case, we expect to find a critical rate and a maximal rate. By maximal
rate, that will be denoted by Rmax, we mean sup{Ry : Ey,1(Ry) > 0}. By critical rate, to be
41
denoted by Rcrit, we mean the boundary between the range where Ey,1(Ry) is affine and the
range where it is curvy.
Let
Ey,1(Ry) = max
ρ∈[0,1]
{
E0(ρ)− ρRy
}
, (268)
where we have defined
E0(ρ) = −
∑
u
P (u) log
∑
y
[∑
x
P (x|u)W 11+ρ (y|x)
]1+ρ
. (269)
Setting the partial derivative of the bracketed part of (268) equal to 0, we get
Ry =
∂E0(ρ)
∂ρ
. (270)
Following the same considerations as in [12, Section 5.6], if some ρ ∈ [0, 1] satisfies (270), then
it must maximize (268). It turns out that a solution to (270) exists if
∂E0(ρ)
∂ρ
∣∣∣∣
ρ=1
≤ Ry ≤ ∂E0(ρ)
∂ρ
∣∣∣∣
ρ=0
. (271)
In this range, it is convenient to use (270) to relate Ey,1(Ry) and Ry parametrically as functions
of ρ. For the interval 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, this gives
Ey,1(Ry) = E0(ρ)− ρ · ∂E0(ρ)
∂ρ
, (272)
Ry =
∂E0(ρ)
∂ρ
. (273)
For Ry < ∂E0(ρ)/∂ρ|ρ=1, the parametric equations are not valid. In this case, the maximum
occurs at ρ = 1. Thus, Ey,1(Ry) is affine with slope −1:
Ey,1(Ry) = E0(1)−Ry, (274)
where
E0(1) = −
∑
u
P (u) log
∑
y
[∑
x
P (x|u)
√
W (y|x)
]2
. (275)
Now, we can find Rmax and Rcrit, which are given by the right-most side and the left-most side
of (271), respectively. Differentiating E0(ρ) w.r.t. ρ and substituting ρ = 0 gives
Rmax =
∂E0(ρ)
∂ρ
∣∣∣∣
ρ=0
= IP,W (X;Y |U), (276)
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where IP,W (X;Y |U) is the conditional mutual information induced by the channel W (y|x) and
the code distribution P (u, x). Next, define
F (u, y) =
∑
x
P (x|u)
√
W (y|x), (277)
and
G(u, y) =
∑
x
P (x|u)
√
W (y|x) logW (y|x). (278)
After some algebra, we find that
Rcrit =
∂E0(ρ)
∂ρ
∣∣∣∣
ρ=1
= −
∑
u
P (u)
∑
y
[
F 2(u, y) logF (u, y)− 12F (u, y)G(u, y)
]
∑
y′ F
2(u, y′)
. (279)
7.2 A Study for Ey,2(Ry, Rz)
Let
Ey,2(Ry, Rz) = max
µ∈[0,1]
max
λ∈[0,µ]
{
− log
∑
y
(∑
u
P (u)
[∑
x
P (x|u)W 11+λ (y|x)
] 1+λ
1+µ
)1+µ
− λRy − µRz
}
(280)
= max
µ∈[0,1]
max
s∈[0,1]
{
− log
∑
y
(∑
u
P (u)
[∑
x
P (x|u)W 11+sµ (y|x)
] 1+sµ
1+µ
)1+µ
− sµRy − µRz
}
, (281)
and define
E1(s, µ) = − log
∑
y
{∑
u
P (u)
[∑
x
P (x|u)W 11+sµ (y|x)
] 1+sµ
1+µ
}1+µ
, (282)
such that
Ey,2(Ry, Rz) = max
µ∈[0,1]
max
s∈[0,1]
{
E1(s, µ)− sµRy − µRz
}
. (283)
Setting the partial derivatives of the bracketed part of (283) to zero, we get
∂
∂s
E1(s, µ) = µRy (284)
∂
∂µ
E1(s, µ) = sRy +Rz, (285)
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or, equivalently,
Ry =
1
µ
· ∂
∂s
E1(s, µ) (286)
Rz =
∂
∂µ
E1(s, µ)− s
µ
· ∂
∂s
E1(s, µ). (287)
Now, if some (µ, s) ∈ [0, 1]2 satisfies (284) and (285), we may relate Ey,2(Ry, Rz), Ry and Rz
parametrically as functions of s and µ. This gives
Ey,2(Ry, Rz) = E1(s, µ)− µ · ∂
∂µ
E1(s, µ) (288)
Ry =
1
µ
· ∂
∂s
E1(s, µ) (289)
Rz =
∂
∂µ
E1(s, µ)− s
µ
· ∂
∂s
E1(s, µ). (290)
For explicit expressions for the partial derivatives of E1(s, µ) w.r.t. s and µ, we first define
A(y, s, µ) =
∑
u
P (u)
[∑
x
P (x|u)W 11+sµ (y|x)
] 1+sµ
1+µ
(291)
B(u, y, s, µ) =
∑
x
P (x|u)W 11+sµ (y|x) (292)
E(u, y, s, µ) =
∑
x
P (x|u)W 11+sµ (y|x) logW (y|x) (293)
C(y, s, µ) =
∑
u
P (u)
[
B(u, y, s, µ)
] 1+sµ
1+µ
(
s− 1
1 + µ
· logB(u, y, s, µ)− s
1 + sµ
· E(u, y, s, µ)
B(u, y, s, µ)
)
(294)
D(y, s, µ) =
∑
u
P (u)
[
B(u, y, s, µ)
] 1+sµ
1+µ
(
logB(u, y, s, µ)− 1
1 + sµ
· E(u, y, s, µ)
B(u, y, s, µ)
)
, (295)
and get that the partial derivative w.r.t. s is given by
∂
∂s
E1(s, µ) = −µ ·
∑
y A
µ(y, s, µ)D(y, s, µ)∑
y′ A
1+µ(y′, s, µ)
, (296)
and the partial derivatives w.r.t. µ is given by
∂
∂µ
E1(s, µ) = −
∑
y A
1+µ(y, s, µ) ·
[
logA(y, s, µ) + C(y,s,µ)A(y,s,µ)
]
∑
y′ A
1+µ(y′, s, µ)
. (297)
Consider the rate pair (Ry, Rz) for which both (284) and (285) hold with s = µ = 1:
Ry =
∂
∂s
E1(s, 1)
∣∣∣∣
s=1
(298)
Ry +Rz =
∂
∂µ
E1(1, µ)
∣∣∣∣
µ=1
, (299)
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which is the corner point of the affine rate region. As an immediate consequence, due to the
monotonicity of E1, we get that for low rates, i.e., for rate pairs (Ry, Rz) that satisfy
Ry ≤ ∂
∂s
E1(s, 1)
∣∣∣∣
s=1
, (300)
and
Ry +Rz ≤ ∂
∂µ
E1(1, µ)
∣∣∣∣
µ=1
, (301)
the maximizers are s∗ = µ∗ = 1, and Ey,2(Ry, Rz) is given by
Ey,2(Ry, Rz) = E1(1, 1)− (Ry +Rz), (302)
where
E1(1, 1) = − log
∑
y
{∑
x
P (x)
√
W (y|x)
}2
. (303)
According to (301), we can find the maximal sum-rate in the affine region. Let
F (y) =
∑
x
P (x)
√
W (y|x), (304)
and
G(y) =
∑
x
P (x)
√
W (y|x) logW (y|x). (305)
After some algebra, we find that the maximal sum-rate is given by
Ry +Rz ≤ ∂
∂µ
E1(1, µ)
∣∣∣∣
µ=1
= −
∑
y
[
F 2(y) logF (y)− 12F (y)G(y)
]
∑
y′ F
2(y′)
. (306)
The error exponent Ey,2(Ry, Rz) depends solely on Rz + Ry if and only if the maximizing
s ∈ [0, 1] is s∗ = 1. In this case,
Ey,2(Ry, Rz)
= max
µ∈[0,1]
{
− log
∑
y
{∑
u
P (u)
[∑
x
P (x|u)W 11+µ (y|x)
] 1+µ
1+µ
}1+µ
− µRy − µRz
}
(307)
= max
µ∈[0,1]
{
− log
∑
y
{∑
u
P (u)
∑
x
P (x|u)W 11+µ (y|x)
}1+µ
− µ(Ry +Rz)
}
(308)
= max
µ∈[0,1]
{
− log
∑
y
{∑
x
P (x)W
1
1+µ (y|x)
}1+µ
− µ(Ry +Rz)
}
, (309)
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which means that Ey,2(Ry, Rz) = Er(Ry + Rz, PX), i.e., the ordinary random coding error
exponent at rate Ry +Rz for an i.i.d. drawn code with distribution PX . Next, we find the rate
region for which Ey,2(Ry, Rz) depends solely on Rz + Ry, but it is not affine in the sum-rate.
Consider the rate pairs (Ry, Rz) for which both (284) and (285) hold with s = 1:
µRy =
∂
∂s
E1(s, µ)
∣∣∣∣
s=1
(310)
Ry +Rz =
∂
∂µ
E1(1, µ). (311)
Let ΓS1 denote the curve given by eqs. (310)-(311):
ΓS1 =
{
(Ry, Rz)
∣∣∣∣∣Ry = 1µ · ∂∂sE1(s, µ)
∣∣∣∣
s=1
, Ry +Rz =
∂
∂µ
E1(1, µ), 0 < µ ≤ 1
}
. (312)
Now, in the set of (Ry, Rz), with
∂
∂µ
E1(1, µ)
∣∣∣∣
µ=1
≤ Ry +Rz ≤ ∂
∂µ
E1(1, µ)
∣∣∣∣
µ=0
, (313)
and being underneath the curve ΓS1, the maximizer is s
∗ = 1, and Ey,2(Ry, Rz) is given by
(309). Notice that the left-hand-side and the right-hand-side of (313) are expressions for the
critical-rate and the maximal-rate for the channel W1(y|x), respectively, and hence, the latter
cannot be smaller than the former. Before moving forward, let us obtain a simple information-
theoretic expression for the maximal sum-rate. According to the right-hand side of (313), we
only have to differentiate E1(1, µ) w.r.t. µ and then substitute µ = 0. We get
Ry +Rz ≤ ∂
∂µ
E1(1, µ)
∣∣∣∣
µ=0
= IPX ,W (X;Y ), (314)
where IPX ,W (X;Y ) is the mutual information induced by the channel W1(y|x) and the code
distribution P (x).
Let us now turn to the other extreme, where Ey,2(Ry, Rz) depends solely on Rz. This
happens if and only if the maximizing s ∈ [0, 1] is s∗ = 0. In this case,
Ey,2(Ry, Rz) = max
µ∈[0,1]
{
− log
∑
y
{∑
u
P (u)
[∑
x
P (x|u)W (y|x)
] 1
1+µ
}1+µ
− µRz
}
(315)
= max
µ∈[0,1]
{
− log
∑
y
{∑
u
P (u)V
1
1+µ (y|u)
}1+µ
− µRz
}
, (316)
which means that Ey,2(Ry, Rz) = Er(Rz, PU ), i.e., the ordinary random coding error exponent
at rate Rz for an i.i.d. code with distribution PU , where V is defined to be the equivalent channel
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from U to Y . The simple explanation for the fact that Ey,2(Ry, Rz) becomes independent of
Ry, for high Ry, is that the satellite codewords behave like pure noise.
Next, we find the region where Ey,2(Ry, Rz) depends solely on Rz. Consider the rate pairs
(Ry, Rz) for which both (284) and (285) hold with s = 0:
µRy =
∂
∂s
E1(s, µ)
∣∣∣∣
s=0
(317)
Rz =
∂
∂µ
E1(0, µ), (318)
Let ΓS0 denote the curve given by eqs. (317)-(318):
ΓS0 =
{
(Ry, Rz)
∣∣∣∣∣Ry = 1µ · ∂∂sE1(s, µ)
∣∣∣∣
s=0
, Rz =
∂
∂µ
E1(0, µ), 0 < µ ≤ 1
}
. (319)
In addition, we have the following corner point for µ = 1:
(R˜y, R˜z) =
(
∂
∂s
E1(s, 1)
∣∣∣∣
s=0
,
∂
∂µ
E1(0, µ)
∣∣∣∣
µ=1
)
, (320)
and we use it to define the straight line connecting that corner point to the Ry-axis:
Γ˜S0 =
{
(Ry, Rz)
∣∣∣∣∣Ry = R˜y, 0 ≤ Rz ≤ R˜z
}
, (321)
which is the set of all (Ry, Rz) for which the maximizers are s
∗ = 0 and µ∗ = 1.
Let ΓˆS0 be defined by ΓS0 ∪ Γ˜S0. In fact, the curve ΓˆS0 is the borderline between the re-
gion where Ey,2(Ry, Rz) depends on Ry (affine or curvy) and the region where Ey,2(Ry, Rz) is
independent of Ry. The set of all (Ry, Rz) that are above the curve ΓˆS0 defines the region where
Ey,2(Ry, Rz) is independent of Ry. In addition, let us obtain a simple informational expression
for the maximum of Rz. According to (319), we only have to differentiate E1(0, µ) w.r.t. µ and
then substitute µ = 0. We get
Rz ≤ ∂
∂µ
E1(0, µ)
∣∣∣∣
µ=0
= IPU ,V (U ;Y ), (322)
where IPU ,V (U ;Y ) is the mutual information induced by the channel {V (y|u)} and {P (u)}. In
the region
Rz ≤ ∂
∂µ
E1(0, µ)
∣∣∣∣
µ=1
, (323)
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the maximizer is µ∗ = 1, and Ey,2(Ry, Rz) is affine in Rz and is given by
Ey,2(Ry, Rz) = E1(0, 1)−Rz, (324)
where
E1(0, 1) = − log
∑
y
{∑
u
P (u)
√
V (y|u)
}2
. (325)
The third region is the set of all (Ry, Rz) for which the maximizing s is in (0, 1). In this case,
we use (288)-(290), which hold for every s ∈ (0, 1) and µ ∈ [0, 1] such that both (284) and (285)
are satisfied. This region can be devided into two complementary regions. In the first one, the
maximizer is µ∗ = 1, and Ey,2(Ry, Rz) is affine in Rz and curvy in Ry, while in the second one,
the maximizer µ∗ is in (0, 1), and Ey,2(Ry, Rz) is curvy in both Rz and Ry. The borderline
between those two regions is given by the curve
Γµ1 =
{
(Ry, Rz)
∣∣∣∣∣Ry = ∂∂sE1(s, 1), sRy +Rz = ∂∂µE1(s, µ)
∣∣∣∣
µ=1
, 0 ≤ s ≤ 1
}
. (326)
For
Rz ≥ IPU ,V (U ;Y )
Ry +Rz ≥ IPX ,W (X;Y ), (327)
the maximizers are s∗ = µ∗ = 0, and then Ey,2(Ry, Rz) = 0.
Appendix
Proof of Theorem 3
Regarding decoder (95)-(96), let us select
f(QUXZ) = IQ(U ;Z) + IQ(X;Z|U). (A.1)
We show that (A.1) achieves the maximum of E2(s1(QU0X00Z), QZ), given by Lemma 3, and
therefore, the error exponent of this decoder is as large as that of the optimal decoder. First,
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the threshold s0(QU0Z) can be easily simplified as
s0(QU0Z) = Ry + max{
QX|U0Z∈S(QU0Z): IQ(X;Z|U0)≤Ry
} [f(QU0XZ)− IQ(X;Z|U0)] (A.2)
= Ry + max{
QX|U0Z∈S(QU0Z): IQ(X;Z|U0)≤Ry
} [IQ(U0;Z) + IQ(X;Z|U0)− IQ(X;Z|U0)]
(A.3)
= Ry + IQ(U0;Z), (A.4)
such that
s1(QU0X00Z) = max
{
Ry + IQ(U0;Z), IQ(U0;Z) + IQ(X00;Z|U0)
}
(A.5)
= IQ(U0;Z) + max
{
Ry, IQ(X00;Z|U0)
}
. (A.6)
In general, the constraint of the inner minimization problem defining E2(s1(QU0X00Z), QZ) is
given by
f(QUXZ) +
[
Ry − IQ(X;Z|U)
]
+
≥ s1(QU0X00Z), (A.7)
which can now be written as
IQ(U ;Z) + IQ(X;Z|U) +
[
Ry − IQ(X;Z|U)
]
+
≥ IQ(U0;Z) + max
{
Ry, IQ(X00;Z|U0)
}
. (A.8)
Substracting Ry from both sides gives
IQ(U ;Z) + IQ(X;Z|U)−Ry +
[
Ry − IQ(X;Z|U)
]
+
≥ IQ(U0;Z) + max
{
0, IQ(X00;Z|U0)−Ry
}
, (A.9)
or,
IQ(U ;Z) +
[
IQ(X;Z|U)−Ry
]
+
≥ IQ(U0;Z) +
[
IQ(X00;Z|U0)−Ry
]
+
. (A.10)
Defining D(QUXZ)
4
= IQ(U ;Z) +
[
IQ(X;Z|U)−Ry
]
+
, we have
E2(s1(QU0X00Z), QZ) = min
QUX|Z∈S(QZ): D(QUXZ)≥D(QU0X00Z)
D(QUXZ) (A.11)
= IQ(U0;Z) +
[
IQ(X00;Z|U0)−Ry
]
+
, (A.12)
which is the same as on the right hand side of (143). 
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